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ABOUT US
GP Bullhound provides independent strategic advice and dealmaking to the best
technology entrepreneurs, companies and investors.
Our passion for technology, financial acumen and empathy for entrepreneurs is what
really sets our advice apart. We want to help build more billion-dollar technology
companies across Europe. We know this takes time and we are not in a hurry.
STRATEGIC ADVISORY
We have a reputation for providing direct
and impartial strategic advice to clients
across the technology ecosystem.
We work with Boards of Directors to provide
guidance on acquisitions, divestments,
international expansion and exit planning.
MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS
When entrepreneurs and investors are
planning to sell their businesses, they need a
trusted partner. We have completed over 150
deals in the last decade with giants of the
global technology sector.
More than half of our M&A deals deliver a
cross border solution and our six technology
hubs across Europe and the US allow us to
provide a senior, local service to clients but
with access to buyers across the globe.

FUNDRAISING, SECONDARIES AND
BLOCK TRADES
GP Bullhound has been helping to finance
technology businesses since 1999. We have
built up a unique set of relationships with
investors who, like us, are passionate about
the technology sector.
We pride ourselves on building long-term
relationships, and we hope to work with our
clients from growth equity fundraising,
through debt restructuring, secondary
fundraising and towards the ultimate exit, via
trade sale or IPO.
PRINCIPAL INVESTMENTS
GP Bullhound Asset Management is our
independent investment arm. It currently
manages three funds, investing in category
leaders, early-stage businesses, future and
current Unicorns.
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WELCOME
to the North
In the late 18th century the North1 came to global prominence as the birthplace of the Industrial Revolution.
Fast forward a few hundred years to the 21st century and the region’s international prominence is back on
the map as the North’s tech sector is beginning to gather considerable momentum.

On track to compete with the best tech hubs in Europe
The region boasts eight businesses that have joined the elite $1bn valuation club and is supported
by a very strong and tight-knit start-up community. With these foundations and the presence of
globally leading businesses such as Sage and Skyscanner, the Northern tech ecosystem has the
potential to be recognised as a Top 5 worldwide technology cluster.
The Northern technology ecosystem is a collection of individual tech hubs, which as one, could be
considered as a tech cluster capable of taking on the likes of Berlin, Paris and Stockholm in the
years to come. The cluster employs over 590,000 people in the digital sector and contributes
c.£18bn GVA2 to the UK economy.
Whilst some wonder why the region’s tech ecosystem has begun to gather strong momentum in
recent years, it should come as no surprise for a region that produced the world’s first
programmable computer, courtesy of Alan Turing at the University of Manchester, as well as the
creation of Sage, the UK’s first FTSE 100 software company.

Effort needed to become globally recognised tech region
To achieve these global ambitions, the region needs to attract more smart capital (from London,
Europe and the US) to fill the early-stage funding gap. It must nurture and retain the talent pool and
work together as one technology cluster – despite the geographical spread. It has to make more
noise to let everyone know about the quality of its local technology businesses.

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
1 The North is defined as the north of the United Kingdom, including the Midlands
2 Tech Nation report 2016. GVA defined as Total output (goods or services) minus value of inputs e.g. cost of production,
taxes, subsidies
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THE EXPANDING
Northern Tech universe

GP Bullhound top 10 picks by sector
In this section we have highlighted the key sub-sectors of technology
that are best represented in the region.

Enterprise Software

Fintech

Gaming &
Online Gambling

IT Services

Other
Ecommerce

Digital Media/
Digital
Agencies

Security
Software

Marketplaces

Telecom Services

Data Analytics

Online Fashion

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
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WHAT SECTORS DOES THE NORTH
specialise in?
Whilst the region has a number of high performing sectors, we believe that the following sectors are our
strongest.

The region is home to leading European marketplaces
Autotrader ($4.7bn), Skyscanner ($2.2bn) and Moneysupermarket ($1.9bn) 3 – arguably some of the
best known consumer marketplaces in the country – have all achieved incredible growth over the
past five to ten years proving that scale can be achieved quickly not just in London. This sector has
attracted a significant amount of funding with MyParcelDelivery, Nexus Vehicle Rental,
LateRooms.Com, Zuto and Purple Bricks all involved in transactions in the last 12 months. This is hardly
surprising for a sector that delivers mean valuation multiples of 4.7x revenue and 28.3x EBITDA4 once
scale has been achieved.

eCommerce is driven by retail heritage
The region has successfully transitioned its retail heritage to online through highly intelligent
technology platforms, digital agencies and logistics solutions. This has improved convenience for
the consumer through access to a broader range of products and competitive pricing. This
category includes a number of the North’s largest businesses with the likes of AO.com, The Hut,
Boohoo, Shop Direct and Missguided.

IT Services in high demand
Software engineering talent has been one of the most highly sought after skills since the start of
the digital revolution as websites and apps have become increasingly multi-platform and
software programmes are required to be ubiquitous and fully integrated. Due to this competition
for talent, the best IT Services businesses in the region are geographically spread out; Mobica
(Manchester), eBECS (Derby), Scott Logic (Newcastle) and Inoapps (Aberdeen).

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
3 Market capitalisation – accurate as of 29 June 2016. Skyscanner valuation based on data from the January 2016 fundraising
transaction
4 Current year multiples – GP Bullhound 29 June 2016
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THE $1BN CLUB
scaling in the North

Eight members of the club in the North
There are currently eight members of the $1bn valuation club in the North, with a further two – NCC
and AO World – just outside the club due to post Brexit exchange rate blues. Additionally, The Hut
is rumoured to be valued above $1bn but it will need to wait for a liquidity event before this is
confirmed. Businesses can achieve great scale in the region which should encourage potential
investors and start-ups alike.

Most valuable technology businesses in the North

Valuation ($bn)

$8.9

$4.7

$0.9

$0.8

$0.8

$0.7

$0.7

$0.7

$0.7

$0.6

$0.5

Daisy*

N Brown Group

KCOM Group

CallCredit

GB Group

$1.1

Emis Group

The Hut*

Moneysupermarket

Shop Direct*

Pace

Skyscanner*

Autotrader

Sage

$1.3

Boohoo.Com

$1.9

AO World

$2.0

NCC Group

$2.0

Skybet*

$2.2

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Note: Valuation based on press estimates, most valuable defined as Northern headquartered businesses with valuations
above $0.5bn as of 29 June 2016
*Indicates a private business
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RAISING UNICORNS
the Northern foals

Future Unicorns live in the North
Silicon Valley venture capitalist Aileen Lee famously coined the term “Unicorn” in 2013 to anoint
tech companies, reaching the elusive $1bn valuation club.
Whilst the region has only a small handful of the 185 Unicorns in the UK, it has a number of businesses
that we believe could become Unicorns over the coming years – we have labelled these as
‘Unicorn Foals’:

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
5 As per GP Bullhound Research – European Unicorns 2016, as defined as European headquartered companies
founded in 2000 or later, with equity valuations of $1bn+ in the public or private markets
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WHAT MAKES
the Unicorn foals

SPECIAL
What makes the Unicorn Foals special?
The Unicorn Foals highlighted all share a number of common traits – they have global ambitions,
robust business models, achieved fast-growth and operate in significant addressable markets. The
potential of these businesses confirms that the Northern tech ecosystem is really thriving and we
have identified the key reasons for this below.

The North is disrupting
The region has a keen eye for spotting sectors that are ripe for disruption and then deliver a
transformational technology solution to create a disruptive paradigm shift. For example, Zuto
(previously CarLoans4u), has enabled a shift in the way in which consumers go about financing a
car by opening the quotation process to a wide range of lenders rather than only having the indealer finance option. Additionally, TyresOnTheDrive is saving customers from spending their
weekends at a car garage. It has developed an online ordering and mobile tyre fitting solution that
goes to the customer.

The North is innovating
Driven by a strong supply of highly skilled local talent and ambitious entrepreneurs, TheLADbible has
changed the way media is communicated to the millennial generation by delivering the desired
content from relevant niche products across all social platforms. And OnTheBeach is seeing strong
returns from its significant investment in a bespoke technology platform which is able to personalise
and package a holiday tailored to an individual consumer’s needs.

The North is having a global impact
Some of the foals are supplying key products and services to some of the largest organisations
across the world, particularly in marketing solutions. Performance Horizon Group, based in
Newcastle, powers the world's largest end-to-end partner marketing program which drives $3bn of
top line revenue for several global 100 companies including Apple. RealityMine, with services live
in over 22 countries, supply the world’s largest marketing agencies with data that provides unique
insights into a consumer’s digital behaviour. Both Performance Horizon Group and RealityMine have
expanded globally into the US, Asia-Pacific and beyond whilst still retaining their heritage and HQ
in the North.

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
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PUTTING THE NORTH

on the map
Future success requires increased awareness
Research shows that there is strong momentum in the tech sector in the North. In order to gain wider
recognition as a technology cluster, we need to bring the technology community together and
put ourselves on the map.

GP Bullhound’s Northern Tech Map is live
We created the Northern Tech Map (www.northerntechmap.com) to shine a light on the North’s
thriving tech sector. It is an interactive map showcasing technology companies, from early-stage
start-ups to late-stage and public companies, in the North of the UK 6. The map can be used to
search companies by stage of maturity, sector and geography.

If your tech company is not currently on the Northern Tech Map, and you would like it to be
included, please email thenortherntechmap@gpbullhound.com with a link to the website and a
brief description of the company.
GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Note: The Northern Tech Map is created through GP Bullhound contacts and data collected to date. Therefore,
it is not an exhaustive landscape.
6 As defined as the area north of London
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NORTHERN TECH TOUR 2016
shining a light on the North
Recently, over two days in Manchester and Leeds, investors and entrepreneurs from across the country
gathered to discuss the past, present and future ecosystem of technology in the North. The assembly of digital
influencers was a result of the Northern Tech Tour 2016, a GP Bullhound event in partnership with
Bloomberg.

2

2

23

days

cities

companies

Highlighting our local tech talent
Over the course of the event, 23 locally headquartered companies presented to investors and
other digital influencers regarding their business model, early successes and future growth plans. Of
the presenting companies, nine were early stage, five were growth stage and nine were established
players. The event focused on highlighting the technology potential and local talent within the
North to key figures visiting from other parts of the country.

Connecting local businesses
Similar to other GP Bullhound events, the Northern Tech Tour 2016 provided an opportunity for local
business leaders to connect and facilitate partnerships for further growth in the region. In addition
to 23 company presentations, the event was hosted in five locations including Futurelabs, Squire
Patton Boggs and Sky Bet in Leeds, as well as UKFast and Barclays in Manchester. Facilitated by
presentations and networking, investors, business leaders and supporters collectively shared the
learnings from their struggles and successes.

Driving inward investment through local events
Globally, M&A in the technology sector continues to rise, with the number of deals in Q1 2016 higher
year-on-year than Q1 2015. The Northern universe has the potential to become one of the Top 5
worldwide technology clusters. To reach this goal, the region is dependent on attracting capital
from London and Europe to fill the early-stage funding gap, nurture and retain talent, work together
as one technology cluster – despite the geographical spread – and make noise about the high
quality of the local technology businesses.
GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
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INSIGHTS
from experts

Chris Spencer
CEO
EMIS GROUP

Dominic Clark
CEO
TYRES ON THE
DRIVE

Simon Cooper
CEO
ON THE BEACH

“The biggest
constraints [in the North]
are image, travelling to see
investors and getting the
needed resources.”

“In five years we’ve seen
the rise of ecommerce
businesses like AO.com,
Boohoo.com, doing their
IPOs which has put the
spotlight onto the
North.”

“People see Manchester
and the surrounding
areas as a place to go if
you’re a digital person.”

“Mentoring is an
important part of
encouraging more billion
dollar companies. We’ve
invested in Dotforge and
six [start-ups] came to
present at our last board
meeting.”

“I think being close to
Manchester has been
massive for us. I based
myself here because of
Manchester. There are
only advantages to being
in the North.”

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
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Northern Tech Tour 2016
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MONEYSUPERMARKET
Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Website:
Location:
Founded:
Market Cap7:
Size:
CEO:

MoneySuperMarket is an online price comparison business
Consumer marketplace
Public
www.moneysupermarket.com
Chester
1993
£1,507m
566 employees
Peter Plumb

Background
MoneySuperMarket Group is the UK’s largest price comparison website comprising three main
brands: MoneySuperMarket, MoneySavingExpert and TravelSuperMarket. Items such as insurance,
energy, money, flights, hotels and more are compared across MoneySuperMarket’s product
profile. It currently trades at 5.3x revenues and 14.5x EBITDA. 2015 revenues were £281.7m, with an
EBITDA margin of 36.5%. The company became publicly listed in 2007 and is now focused on
investing further in its technology.

24
million
unique monthly
users

£200+

50%

average savings
per product

of customers are
mobile

Key takeaways from the event






“We focus on being ‘Mobile First’” – Tim Jones, CIO
The technology investment includes £60m over three years to support a single platform
powering all brands
£1.6bn estimated total savings in the UK in 2015
46% of revenues come from Insurance
Largest revenue growth (+68% in 2015) comes from Home Services in particular the energy
market

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Source: Capital IQ, company websites and event presentation
7 As per Capital IQ – 4 July, 2016
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BOOHOO.COM
Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Website:
Location:
Founded:
Market Cap8:
Size:
CEO:

Boohoo is an online fashion brand
Online retail
Public
www.boohoo.com
Manchester
2006
£655m
1,015 employees
Mahmud Kamani & Carol Kane

Background
Ten years from its inception, Boohoo is now a leading online pureplay, own brand fashion website
targeting 16 to 24 year olds. With 20,000 different styles of fashion at any given time, it provides its
4.2m active customers with a wide variety of choice using the agile technology supporting its
supply chain. Currently, the company trades at 3.1x revenues and 35.9x EBITDA, with an EBITDA
margin of 8.5% in FY16. After becoming a public company in 2014, Boohoo has continued its
growth strategy through an expansion into a further fashion line, Boohoo Man.

21
million
garments sold
last year

473,000
mobile app
downloads to
date

4.2
million
active customers

Key takeaways from the event





“Are we a tech company or a fashion company? We are a fashion brand that depends
on technology for every aspect of our business.” - Neil Catto, CFO
Boohoo’s world class ecommerce technology involves data science, attribution
modelling, personalisation, multi variant testing, marketing effectiveness, demand
forecasting and more
Boohoo.com recently increased its site capacity to 4.2m units of stock and can put
through 5,000 orders per hour
International company with customers in over 215 countries

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Source: Capital IQ, company websites and event presentation
7 As per Capital IQ – 4 July, 2016
8
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EMIS
Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Website:
Location:
Founded:
Market Cap9:
Size:
CEO:

EMIS Group provides healthcare software and services
Healthcare software
Public
www.emisgroupplc.com
Leeds & Sheffield
1987
£570m
1,897employees
Chris Spencer

Background
EMIS provides a variety of healthcare software and services across various sectors including
primary care, secondary care, mental health, community care and pharmacy. Currently, the
company trades at 3.7x total revenues and 14.3x EBTIDA, with an EBITDA margin of 26.2% in 2015.
One product to highlight is Patient, an online platform providing clinical and non-clinical content
for patients and practitioners. Healthcare can be a complex and daunting subject and Patient
helps to reduce confusion by providing quick, easy and accurate information.

£156
million
2015 revenue

17
million
unique monthly
visitors

5,500
clinical content
documents

Key takeaways from the event





“We focus on maintaining trust because trust is why people come to us.” - Chris Spencer,
CEO
User trends in healthcare include empowered citizens and integrated digital healthcare
New opportunities are based on a solid position and core products, industry and
consumer changes, evolving business models and significant investment into digital
healthcare
Key future projects include internationalisation, mobile adoption and personalisation

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Source: Capital IQ, company websites and event presentation
9 As per Capital IQ – 4 July, 2016
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ON THE BEACH
Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Website:
Location:
Founded:
Market Cap10:
Size:
CEO:

On the Beach is an online retailer of dynamic packaged holidays
Online travel
Public
www.onthebeachgroupplc.com
Manchester
2003
£255m
262 employees
Simon Cooper

Background
On the Beach is an online provider of packaged beach holidays. With its focus and investment in
technology, the company is able to realise the product advantages of a tour operator, with the
business model advantages of being online. The company currently trades at 3.2x revenues and
13.2x EBITDA, with an FY15 EBITDA margin of 22.7%. Through its advanced platform capabilities, On
the Beach can create dynamic holiday combinations that stretch into the hundreds of millions.
Yet, it is the technology that allows the customer to view relevant holidays and not become
overwhelmed by choice.

14%
CAGR increase
in daily unique
visitors FY12
to FY15

75
technology
specialists

94%
of bookings
transacted
online

Key takeaways from the event





On the Beach is delivering real-time individual user personalisation and is investing in
further development in areas such as device, cross-device and payment
Most recently, On the Beach expanded into Sweden
Going forward, the company is exploring the concept of flight exclusivity
The IT team currently consists of 75 technology specialists from all over Europe

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Source: Capital IQ, company websites and event presentation
10 As per Capital IQ – 4 July, 2016
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APPROVED FOOD
Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Website:
Location:
Founded:
Size:
CEO:
Ownership:

Approved Food is the UK’s leading etailer of clearance food and drink
Online retailer
Growth
www.approvedfood.co.uk
Sheffield
2008
c.50 employees
Dan Cluderay
Founders and management

Background
Originally created as a car boot sales business, Approved Food is now a booming technology
company operating in Sheffield. Recently featured on Dragon’s Den and Virgin Media’s VOOM:
Pitch to Rich, the company has received its fair share of high profile attention and praise.
Approved Food’s main business revolves around buying clearance food and drink from retailers
and selling it to consumers online at a discounted price. Alongside providing customers with 70%
savings on their average weekly shop, the company is also helping to solve the larger issue of
food wastage. By providing an outlet for clearance items, often discounted purely due to
packaging issues, Approved Food helps reduce the amount of food and drink that ends up in
landfill.

70%
savings on an
average weekly
shop

£0.09
operating cost
per item

2000
active skus

Key takeaways from the event




“On the surface we sell discounted food and drink online. Underneath, we are a very
sophisticated technology company.” – Andy Needham, Director
Future strategies include continued investment in lean back-end technology, digital talent
growth and international expansion
Approved Food’s proprietary technological back-end platform delivers world class
management of complex and large basket orders

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Source: Capital IQ, company websites and event presentation
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INTECHNICA
Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Website:
Location:
Founded:
CEO:
Ownership:

Intechnica provides IT performance products and services
Internet software & services
Growth
www.intechnica.co.uk
Manchester
2006
Jeremy Gidlow
Founder, management and private investor

Background
Most people have experienced the frustration involved with a website crash. For businesses, an
unpredicted spike in traffic to their website resulting in a crash can cause irreversible harm in the
form of lost sales and brand damage. Intechnica advises companies on how to manage their IT
systems to ensure their digital presence is uninterrupted during events such as Black Friday, the
Grand National or celebrity endorsements. One product within Intechnica’s profile is Traffic
Defender, a tactical software solution to manage traffic when scalability is not necessarily an
option.

10
service product
offerings

5
traffic
management
tools

42x
increase in JD
Williams’
traffic during
advertising

Key takeaways from the event





The company recently helped Channel 4 build its systems to manage the influx in traffic
during the Stand Up To Cancer campaign
Traffic Defender can help provide queues for users when traffic spikes
According to Intechnica research, by providing a website queue during traffic peaks, the
dropout rate of users is the same as a normal trading day
Traffic Defender helped JD Williams manage 42x its usual traffic during peak advertising
during Coronation Street and the X Factor

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Source: Capital IQ, company websites and event presentation
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I-SNAPSHOT
Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Website:
Location:
Founded:
CEO:
Ownership:

i-snapshot is an SMS and web-based field sales management solution
Enterprise software
Growth
www.i-snapshot.com
Middlesbrough
1991
Alan Timothy
Founder and Northstar Ventures

Background
i-snapshot is a sales management solution designed to reduce reporting time and increase sales
through a more efficient field sales team. The mobile application works across all operating
systems, as well as on 2G networks, and is currently used by companies in various industries
including construction, retail, financial services, FMCG and more. Founder and CEO, Alan Timothy,
described himself as a “data geek”, having already successfully built and sold three technology
businesses.

>20%
average increase
in sales
productivity

16
million
sales visit
records to date

22
languages

Key takeaways from the event




A few of the improvements reported by customers include a 100% increase in visits per day
and a reduction in reporting time from 3 hours to 20 minutes per week
Barriers to entry include access to a large scale dataset, significant client base and
copyright of frameworks
The target market is companies with more than 10 field sales people, with a market
potential of $30m in monthly recurring fees

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Source: Capital IQ, company websites and event presentation
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LITTLE BLACK DRESS
Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Website:
Location:
Founded:
CEO:
Ownership:

Little Black Dress is a luxury online marketplace for dresses
Online retail
Growth
www.littleblackdress.co.uk
Manchester
2014
Mark Evans
Founder

Background
In October of 2014, Little Black Dress, a single category, premium marketplace was launched. The
company name refers to the term coined in the 1920s by Vogue when speaking about Chanel.
Throughout history, the ‘LBD’ has been a key wardrobe piece for women all over the world and
Little Black Dress in Manchester is using the digital world to supply wardrobes. Most recently,
Alesha Dixon joined the Little Black Dress Board of Directors contributing to its exclusive debut
fashion collection campaign #MakeAStatement which significantly increased awareness for the
company.

80
boutique labels,
designer brands,
high street
names & more

+100%
revenue growth
year-over-year

£1
per dress
donated to
charity

Key takeaways from the event





“A place where fabulous is always available.” - Mark Evans, CEO
CEO Mark Evans credited the rise and successes to the booming market trade in the area
and the innovative ability to transfer that trade online in the digital age
After Alesha Dixon announced her involvement, the company learned how accurately
forecasting and preparing for website traffic spikes was key to developing CRM systems
and ensuring positive user experience
Little Black Dress provides a drop ship and stocked service, meaning brands are
responsible for shipping the orders to consumers

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Source: Capital IQ, company websites and event presentation
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NOSTRUM
Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Website:
Location:
Founded:
Size:
CEO:
Ownership:

Provides lending lifecycle management software
Fintech
Growth
www.nostrumgroup.com
Harrogate & London
2001
73 employees
Richard Carter
Management

Background
Every 10 seconds someone applies for a loan using Nostrum finance systems. Established in 2001,
Nostrum Group provides loan management software and processing solutions to the finance
industry with the goal of making lending cheaper, faster and safer. The main sectors served by
Nostrum include: unsecured loans, retail finance, motor finance, guarantor leasing and P2P. The
company’s disruptive software enables banks, lenders and retail brands to provide a fully digital
and automated experience.

95%
of loans
advanced are
paperless

£10.7
million

£1.5
million

2015 revenue

2015 EBITDA

Key takeaways from the event




“Fintech doesn’t just exist in London. This is about raising awareness of the technology
potential in the North and in Leeds in particular.” - Richard Carter, CEO
Most recently, the company has been able to assure same-day funds through their use of
digital secure documents compared to the traditional method of posting and signing
In the short term, Nostrum plans to focus on technology delivery, organic growth and
market position retention

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Source: Capital IQ, company websites and event presentation
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MUSICMAGPIE
Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Website:
Location:
Founded:
Size:
CEO:
Ownership:

musicMagpie buys and sells pre-owned media and electronics
Online retail
Late/Growth
www.musicmagpie.co.uk
Hazel Grove
2007
145 employees
Steve Oliver
Founders and NVM Private Equity

Background
musicMagpie is the UK’s leading recommerce company buying and selling pre-owned media
and increasingly electronics. Through the use of any smartphone or webcam, customers can scan
barcodes of items they wish to sell. Items include CDs, DVDs, games and now even mobile
phones, tablets and more. The company is focused on becoming the “fast, easy and trusted
place to sell AND buy” and provides its products through three main channels: online, wholesale
and retail.

3.5
million
registered users

98%

#1

satisfaction
rating across
online channels

3 party seller
on Amazon &
eBay
rd

Key takeaways from the event






“It is technology that is driving the relationship between buying and selling.” - Steve Oliver,
CEO
Using the Alive and Warp proprietary software, musicMagpie optimises real-time buying
and selling through online marketplaces
The UK market for refurbished electronics is +£6bn, with consumers changing mobile
phones on average every 18 months
The company sells to 20 million customers in over 170 countries
Most recently, the company launched in the USA under the name ‘decluttr’

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Source: Capital IQ, company websites and event presentation
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REALITYMINE
Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Website:
Location:
Founded:
CEO:
Ownership:

RealityMine provides mobile research technologies to collect consumer
behavioural data and insights
Big data
Growth
www.realitymine.com
Manchester
2011
Garry Partington
Founders and Kennet

Background
RealityMine provides the world’s largest media agencies with unique data that provides
contextual and behavioural insights into the digital lives of consumers to identify the context in
which purchasing decisions are made. The data collected by RealityMine is used by Chief
Marketing Officers across the globe to determine the moments of peak receptivity to allow the
optimisation of cross media advertising activity. The company is a leader in mobile technologies
which is part of the DNA having been incubated by Apadmi Ventures. Founders Garry Partington
and Rolfe Swinton have been working in the mobile and market research sectors for over 20
years. Garry was even involved in the development of the world’s first ever smartphone (at a
previous company).

1bn

200%

data points
collected per
year

year-over-year
revenue growth
since inception

22+
countries with
live services

Key takeaways from the event






In 2015, RealityMine had its first $1m month
The Touchpoints product measures behaviour, context and underlying emotions involved
with purchases
The company is collecting over two terabytes of data per day
In December 2015, RealityMine raised $10m from Kennet Partners, a leading international
growth equity firm that invests in companies in Europe and North America

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Source: Capital IQ, company websites and event presentation
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SHOP DIRECT
Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Website:
Location:
Founded:
Size:
CEO:
Ownership:

Shop Direct is the UK’s second largest pureplay online retailer
Online retail
Late
www.shopdirect.com
Liverpool
1893
3,766 employees
Alex Baldock
David and Frederick Barclay

Background
Shop Direct is a leading UK online retailer comprising brands such as Very.co.uk, Littlewoods.com
and VeryExclusive.co.uk. Across the brands, Shop Direct has several product ranges including
electrical, seasonal, homeware and fashion. The company receives one million website visits per
day enabled by technology that allows it to connect individually with each customer. The
advanced platform technology supporting the front-end allows Shop Direct to have this level of
engagement with its customers.

1.2
million
personalised
homepages

7500
personalised
versions of the
same email

1
million
visits per day

Key takeaways from the event





“Attracting talent to the North four years ago was really hard. Now, there are still
challenges, but it is better.” - Dan Rubel, Group Strategy & Communications Director
Shop Direct identified the key innovative factors believed to be the next disruptors in the
fashtech space: artificial intelligence, conversational commerce and virtual reality
Customers receive personalised navigation, style advice and sort orders
Shop Direct’s integration of financial services including loans has reduced customer churn
and increased loyalty

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Source: Capital IQ, company websites and event presentation
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SKY BETTING & GAMING
Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Website:
Location:
Founded:
CEO:
Ownership:

Sky Betting & Gaming is a UK online gambling company
Online gambling
Late
www.skybet.com
Leeds
2001
Richard Flint
CVC Capital Partners

Background
Sky Betting & Gaming provides online sports betting, poker, casino games and bingo to customers
across the UK. With 2m customers, the company depends heavily on its technological
infrastructure and digital teams. Betting, which historically took place in store, is yet another
activity being transferred online in the digital age. Sky Betting & Gaming recently moved into a
new building in Leeds city centre, as well as launching a service to request a bet through Twitter.

2
million
customers

80%
of customers use
a mobile device

200
bets per second
during peak
times

Key takeaways from the event





“I take pride in helping to provide jobs and create value here in the North.” - Richard Flint,
CEO
80% of bets now come through a mobile device and during peak times, such as the
Grand National, Sky Betting & Gaming can see up to 200 bets per second
In future, the business plans to focus on e-sports and international expansion
When questioned about the day to day trading wins and losses, Head of Football Trading,
Andy Wright commented that the most memorable outside bet of his career at Sky Betting
& Gaming was most certainly Leicester winning the league in 2015/2016

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Source: Capital IQ, company websites and event presentation
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TYRES ON THE DRIVE
Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Website:
Location:
Founded:
CEO:
Ownership:

Tyres on the Drive is a mobile tyre fitting business
Online retail
Growth
www.tyresonthedrive.com
Holmes Chapel
2011
Dominic Clark
Founders, management, MMC Ventures and True Capital

Background
Tyres on the Drive is disrupting the automotive maintenance sector through its use of technology.
Through the touch of a mobile or web based application, the business provides professionally
fitted tyres from various brands at home or the office, seven days a week. The service offers low
priced tyres combined with free fitting on two tyres or more and is currently #1 on Trustpilot with
25,000 reviews. The business’ key focus is to bring car maintenance into the modern age,
reducing the burden on the customer, or in the words of founder Dominic Clark, “save the world
from weekends at the garage.”

£3
billion
UK tyre market

26,000

>80%

tyre skus

UK coverage

Key takeaways from the event






Tyres on the Drive is looking to expand its service to include other types of car
maintenance such as oil replacement and MOT tests
The company has invested in its employees through the Tyres on the Drive Academy, an
internal training programme that helps employees with little industry experience, but the
right cultural fit to get productive quickly
The company has rolled out to eight hubs across the UK covering 80% of the population
Tyres on the Drive is shortly to announce a UK partnership with a leading roadside
assistance firm

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Source: Capital IQ, company websites and event presentation
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ATHENE WORKS
Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Location:
CEO:

Athene Works is the provider of the Little Owl, an unmanned air system for
earth observation and communication
Air system technology
Early
Leeds
Nick Deakin

Background
Athene Works is the creator of the Little Owl, an unmanned air system using a new efficient
propulsion system to extend aircraft endurance and time-on-station beyond one month. The Little
Owl’s commercial opportunities include improved communication and connection services within
shipping, oil and gas, ferries and cruises and military operations.
“Currently there are three ways of propelling an aircraft: propeller, jet and rocket. We are
introducing an entirely new solution and order of magnitude improvement in efficiency.” – Nick
Deakin, CEO

B-SECUR

Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Website:
Location:
CEO:

B-Secur represents the next generation in biometric security
Biometric authentication
Early
www.b-secur.com
Belfast, Manchester & London
Alan Foreman

Background
B-Secur is making advances in security through commercialising technology used in the
healthcare industry. Its technology reads an individual’s unique heart pattern through touch
sensors to quickly and securely verify identity for applications in banking, hospitals, airports, cars
and building access control. Alan Foreman, CEO, stated that B-Secur is a “future proof solution for
the world, in a high growth area.” In May 2016, B-Secur was named as one of Gartner’s Global
Cool Vendors 2016

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Source: Capital IQ, company websites and event presentation
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CONVERGING DATA
Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Website:
Location:
Founded:
Principle Business Architect:

Converging Data provides big data and analytics solutions
Big data
Early
www.convergingdata.info
Leeds & Sydney
2013
Neil Murphy

Background
Converging Data provides Big Data and Analytics solutions to the Healthcare and Financial
Services sectors in partnership with Splunk. Its healthcare solution gathers existing real-time data
from multiple sources and is platform agnostic. The data used can be structured and unstructured
and no pre-processing is required. This means Converging Data can deploy quickly and flex easily
to local needs. It has been a successful and profitable operation in Australia since 2014 and is
currently looking for £500k of capital investment.

FILMIES
Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Website:
Founded:
CEO:

Filmies is the ‘Spotify for film’
Media aggregator
Early
www.filmiesapp.com
2012
Neil McClure

Background
Filmies is a platform supporting personalised film recommendations across multiple viewing
distributors (Amazon, Netflix, etc), with the ultimate goal of creating a streaming platform for
independent film makers. It is achieving this through four main strategies: search enabled tags, an
extensive catalogue, viewer centric focus and social recommendations. In the short term, it is
looking to raise £250K through a seed round.
“The average film fan spends 22 minutes deciding what to watch. We’re obsessed with reducing
this number, and getting film fans doing what they want to do – watching a film.” – Neil McClure,
CEO
GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Source: Capital IQ, company websites and event presentation
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MOBILE POWER
Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Website:
Location:
Founded:
CEO:

Mobile Power is a pay-as-you-go battery rental service for developing
countries
Hardware services
Early
www.mobile-power.co
Sheffield, Norway & Gambia
2013
Jono West

Background
1.3bn people live off-grid, meaning they lack access to electricity to charge mobile phones that
are crucial to their ability to trade. Mobile Power provides temporary pre-charged batteries for
£0.15 to help reduce unnecessary transportation and boost business through easy and affordable
access to electricity. It is currently focused in Gambia with plans to raise £500K to support
expansion.

SYNAP
Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Website:
Location:
Founded:
CEO:

Synap’s elearning platform uses artificial intelligence to help students revise
more effectively
Elearning
Early
www.synap.ac
Leeds
2015
James Gupta

Background
Synap is an Ed-tech platform providing high quality educational content that is relevant, short
and engaging. The solution allows users to write their own multiple choice questions to be
reviewed and shared among friends. Synap recently raised £200K in crowdfunding and is now
pursuing a Series A to support marketing efforts in the future.
“The average website user attention span is now only six seconds. Synap is addressing this through
high quality educational content that is relevant, short and engaging.” – James Gupta, CEO

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Source: Capital IQ, company websites and event presentation
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TUTORA
Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Website:
Location:
Founded:
Founders:

Tutora helps parents and students find the right tutor
Elearning
Early
www.tutora.co.uk
Sheffield
2015
Scott Woodley & Mark Hughes

Background
One in four parents in the UK use a private tutor for their child, receiving eight lessons on average.
Tutora creates a private marketplace for tutors across a variety of subjects, connecting students
to the right tutor for them. As of June 2016, it had partnered with 2,900 tutors across the UK and
taught over 3,000 lessons. It recently raised £150k through Crowdcube with the future goal of
international expansion.

TWILE
Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Website:
Founded:
Founders:

Twile is a collaborative online family timeline service
Internet services
Early
www.twile.com
2013
Paul Brooks & Kelly Marsden

Background
Twile is working to disrupt the online family history market - which is worth $2bn globally - by
making it accessible and engaging for the whole family. The web and mobile application allows
family historians to create rich, visual timelines of their ancestry made up of milestones, photos
and videos, which other family members can explore and contribute to.
Having secured partnerships in 2016 with Findmypast and FamilySearch – two of the largest brands
in the industry – Twile is now working to integrate with those platforms and extend the product’s
features to facilitate the growth that is coming from the partnerships.
“Twile is a timeline of everything that has happened in your family, from the earliest ancestors right
through to today.” – Kelly Marsden, Co-Founder
GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Source: Capital IQ, company websites and event presentation
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VST ENTERPRISES
Description:
Sector:
Stage:
Website:
Location:
Founded:
CEO:

VST enterprises provides a mobile application supporting instant verification
Consumer services
Early
www.vstenterprises.com
Manchester
2013
Louis-James Davis

Background
VST Enterprises developed VCode, a mobile application supporting instant verification,
information collection and item purchase whilst being on the move. The intelligent back-end
system that supports it is called VPlatform. The closed loop technology provides for personalisation
through permission based access controls. From import/export counterfeiting to car parking
payment, the commercial opportunities for VCode are extensive.

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Source: Capital IQ, company websites and event presentation
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REGION SPOTLIGHTS
North West
71,444
employees

GROWTH

LATE
23

100

EARLY

261

£2bn
gross value
added

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Note: Logos included are representative of companies in each category
Source: Company data from the Northern Tech Map and Digital Powerhouse Report (Tech North)
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REGION SPOTLIGHTS
Yorkshire & Humberside
44,017
employees

LATE

GROWTH
11

50

EARLY

81

£860m
gross value
added

GP Bullhound Research – Northern Tech Revealed
Note: Logos included are representative of companies in each category
Source: Company data from the Northern Tech Map and Digital Powerhouse Report (Tech North)
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NORTHERN TECH AWARDS
Celebrating tomorrow’s Unicorns today
The Northern Tech Awards, running annually since 2011, recognises the Top 50 Fastest Growing
Technology companies in the North. The Awards provide a unique way of celebrating the innovative
technologies and businesses developed in the region, and recognise entrepreneurs who have contributed to
their success.
The event is by invitation-only, attended by CEOs, entrepreneurs and business leaders in the
Digital Economy and provides a fantastic networking opportunity for like-minded entrepreneurs to
make contact and exchange ideas. The event is free, run as a not for profit and financed by GP
Bullhound and a small group of sponsors wishing to support entrepreneurship across the North.

9

230

1

awards

attendees

day

The past three years have seen the event hosted in Manchester, Leeds and most recently,
Liverpool, with high profile judges such as David Rowan, Editor, WIRED UK, Alex Baldock, Group
Chief Executive, Shop Direct, Sir Terry Leahy, Former CEO, Tesco, Mark Sebba, Former CEO, Net-aPorter, as well as a keynote from Bonamy Grimes, Founder of Skyscanner, a business which he
started with Gareth Williams whilst studying computer science at the University of Manchester.

2017 Northern Tech Awards
THURSDAY

30 MARCH
2017

Newcastle
For more information about the Awards, please visit www.northerntechawards.com.
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DISCLAIMER
No information set out or referred to in this research report shall form the basis of any contract. The issue of this research report shall not be deemed to be any form of binding offer or
commitment on the part of GP Bullhound LLP. This research report is provided for use by the intended recipient for information purposes only. It is prepared on the basis that the
recipients are sophisticated investors with a high degree of financial sophistication and knowledge. This research report and any of its information is not intended for use by private or
retail investors in the UK or any other jurisdiction.
You, as the recipient of this research report, acknowledge and agree that no person has nor is held out as having any authority to give any statement, warranty, representation, or
undertaking on behalf of GP Bullhound LLP in connection with the contents of this research report. Although the information contained in this research report has been prepared in
good faith, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is or will be made and no responsibility or liability is or will be accepted by GP Bullhound LLP. In particular, but without
prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, no representation or warranty is given as to the accuracy, completeness or reasonableness of any projections, targets, estimates or forecasts
contained in this research report or in such other written or oral information that may be provided by GP Bullhound LLP. The information in this research report may be subject to
change at any time without notice. GP Bullhound LLP is under no obligation to provide you with any such updated information. All liability is expressly excluded to the fullest extent
permitted by law. Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, no party shall have any claim for innocent or negligent misrepresentation based upon any statement in this research
report or any representation made in relation thereto. Liability (if it would otherwise but for this paragraph have arisen) for death or personal injury caused by the negligence (as defined
in Section 1 of the Unfair Contracts Terms Act 1977) of GP Bullhound LLP, or any of its respective affiliates, agents or employees, is not hereby excluded nor is damage caused by their
fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation.
This research report should not be construed in any circumstances as an offer to sell or solicitation of any offer to buy any security or other financial instrument, nor shall they, or the fact
of the distribution, form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract relating to such action. The information contained in this research report has no regard for the
specific investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any specific entity and is not a personal recommendation to anyone. Persons reading this research report should make their
own investment decisions based upon their own financial objectives and financial resources and, if in any doubt, should seek advice from an investment advisor. Past performance of
securities is not necessarily a guide to future performance and the value of securities may fall as well as rise. In particular, investments in the technology sector can involve a high degree
of risk and investors may not get back the full amount invested.
The information contained in this research report is based on materials and sources that are believed to be reliable; however, they have not been independently verified and are not
guaranteed as being accurate. The information contained in this research report is not intended to be a complete statement or summary of any securities, markets, reports or developments
referred to herein. No representation or warranty, either express or implied, is made or accepted by GP Bullhound LLP, its members, directors, officers, employees, agents or associated
undertakings in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information in this research report nor should it be relied upon as such. This research report may contain
forward-looking statements, which involve risks and uncertainties. Forward-looking information is provided for illustrative purposes only and is not intended to serve as, and must not
be relied upon as a guarantee, an assurance, a prediction or a definitive statement of fact or probability. Actual events and circumstances are difficult or impossible to predict and may
differ from assumptions.
Any and all opinions expressed are current opinions as of the date appearing on the documents included in this research report. Any and all opinions expressed are subject to change
without notice and GP Bullhound LLP is under no obligation to update the information contained in this research report. The information contained in this research report should not
be relied upon as being an independent or impartial view of the subject matter and for the purposes of the rules and guidance of the Financial Conduct Authority (“the FCA”) this research
report is a marketing communication and a financial promotion. Accordingly, its contents have not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the
independence of investment research and it is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. The individuals who prepared the information
contained in this research report may be involved in providing other financial services to the company or companies referenced in this research report or to other companies who might be
said to be competitors of the company or companies referenced in this research report. As a result, both GP Bullhound LLP and the individual members, directors, officers and/or
employees who prepared the information contained in this research report may have responsibilities that conflict with the interests of the persons who access this research report. GP
Bullhound LLP and/or connected persons may, from time to time, have positions in, make a market in and/or effect transactions in any investment or related investment mentioned in
this research report and may provide financial services to the issuers of such investments.
The information contained in this research report or any copy of part thereof should not be accessed by a person in any jurisdictions where its access may be restricted by law and persons
into whose possession the information in this research report comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. Access of the information contained in this research
report in any such jurisdictions may constitute a violation of UK or US securities law, or the law of any such other jurisdictions. Neither the whole nor any part of the information
contained in this research report may be duplicated in any form or by any means. Neither should the information contained in this research report, or any part thereof, be redistributed or
disclosed to anyone without the prior consent of GP Bullhound LLP.
GP Bullhound LLP and/or its associated undertakings may from time-to-time provide investment advice or other services to, or solicit such business from, any of the companies referred
to in the information contained in this research report. Accordingly, information may be available to GP Bullhound LLP that is not reflected in this material and GP Bullhound LLP
may have acted upon or used the information prior to or immediately following its publication. In addition, GP Bullhound LLP, the members, directors, officers and/or employees thereof
and/or any connected persons may have an interest in the securities, warrants, futures, options, derivatives or other financial instrument of any of the companies referred to in this research
report and may from time-to-time add or dispose of such interests.
GP Bullhound LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales, registered number OC352636, and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority. Any reference to a partner in relation to GP Bullhound LLP is to a member of GP Bullhound LLP or an employee with equivalent standing and qualifications. A list of the
members of GP Bullhound LLP is available for inspection at its registered office, 52 Jermyn Street, London SW1Y 6LX.
For US Persons: This research report is distributed to U.S. persons by GP Bullhound Inc. a broker-dealer registered with the SEC and a member of the FINRA. GP Bullhound Inc. is
an affiliate of GP Bullhound LLP. This research report does not provide personalized advice or recommendations of any kind. All investments bear certain material risks that should
be considered in consultation with an investors financial, legal and tax advisors. GP Bullhound Inc. engages in private placement and mergers and acquisitions advisory activities with
clients and counterparties in the Technology and CleanTech sectors. No GP Bullhound Inc. staff were involved in the writing of this report.
In the last twelve months, GP Bullhound LLP is or has been engaged as an advisor to and received compensation from the following companies mentioned in this report: eBECS, Mobica,
Now Healthcare Group, RealityMine, theLADbible and Tyres on the Drive.
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